
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: Risk on mood prevails across Asia after top trade representatives from the U.S. and China had a call 

recently to discuss the implementation of the phase one agreement between the two nations. Overnight US 

stock indices clocked fresh record high. Yesterday, USDINR finally broke down after weeks of meandering 

between 74.50 and 75.30/50 zone. I turned structurally bullish on Rupee against USD since mid-June citing a 

cocktail of: compression in current account deficit due to demand destruction, robust financial flows, soft US 

Dollar overseas, strain on RBI’s capital adequacy due to rising size of balance sheet and needs of the bond 

market. The nexus allowed me to run a positional short on the USD against INR and be with the carry.  

 

The straw that seems to have broken the back of the camel seems to high print of inflation and RBI’s 

acknowledgment of stagflation risk. This has unshackled the bond yields as 10 year has jumped nearly 40 bps 

over the past 4 trading session. RBI had added fuel to the fire last Friday by offering to sale a 30-year bond at a 

cut-off yield of 6.75%, versus the 6.65% estimated by most market participants. RBI has to intervene in the 

government bonds soon to cool-off yields, initially via operation twist and HTM limit hike but eventually OMOs. 

If RBI conducts OMOs it will expand its balance sheet further and also augment excess Rupee liquidity, where 

RBI seems uncomfortable looking at inflation.  

 

Though high excess Rupee liquidity may not feed into higher borrowing and stoke demand driven inflation but 

if the quantum of excess liquidity significantly from the 6-6.5 lakh crore currently, then it may make it difficult 

for RBI to remove it once the economy gets back in the sustainable growth path next year. Therefore, if RBI 

continues to buy USD on spot and also conduct OMOs, it will be double boost to INR liquidity, which RBI may be 

looking to avoid. As a result, RBI may have significantly reduced its purchases in spot and increased purchases 

via forwards. As I have argued before, that spot intervention is far more effective than intervention via forwards 

as speculators can match RBI in the latter much more than in spot.  

 

Price action suggests that USDINR may test 73.70/80 zone on August futures. It is a very strong layer of support. 

However, if the pair breaks that support then it can test 73.20/50 zone. Resistance remains between 74.50/70 

zone. Selling near 74.50/70 is advised with a stop above 74.80 on a closing basis. 

 

 
 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 

 

EUR: When USDINR falls by over 1%, it is no surprise that Rupee crosses like EURINR took a beating. This pair fell 

nearly a percent too towards 87.50 but then recovered back above 87.80 levels on August futures. Over the near 

term, EURINR can be bought near 87.50 with stop below 86.80. EURUSD remains a buy on decline with a stop 

below 1.1680 levels for a target of 1.1950/1.2000. 
 

 
 

GBP: GBPINR declined by over a percent as USDINR sold-off. GBPUSD was steady. GBPINR is also a buy near 

97.00, with stop below 96.60. GBPUSD remains a buy on decline with a stop below 1.2960 for a target of 

1.32/1.3250. 

 

 
 

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

USDINR 74.00          73.75          74.50                74.70                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

EURINR 87.50          87.20          88.00                88.40                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

GBPINR 97.00          96.70          97.70                98.20                



JPY:  JPYINR is a buy near 69.80/69.90 zone with stop below 69.70 for a target of 70.40/60 zone on August 

futures. 

 

 
 

MACRO VIEW: 

 

Chart: Impact of Fed minutes on major markets 

 

 

 
Source: Haver Analytics 

 

Will this year’s central bankers’ virtual gathering be an eventful one? Focus will be on US Fed chief. 

Will Mr. Powel usher in a new type of monetary policy making? Fed has not shown much willingness 

towards yield curve control, whereby Fed using its open market operation looks to buy and sell 

medium to long term bonds to keep the terms spreads within a band of their preference. One of the 

criticism of YCC is that it may be pro-cyclical. During times of economic boom, higher nominal growth 

expectation drives term premium higher, making central bank to expand its reserves to prevent it and 

thereby adding fuel to the economic boom. However, during times of bust, deflationary conditions 

drive term premium lower, thereby making the central bank reduce reserves to prevent the same and 

thereby aggravating the down cycle. 

 

One option that has drawn increasing attention lately is called “average inflation targeting (AIT). 

The major difference between this approach and the current one is that it would commit the Fed to 

take into account the past as well as the future. It would, for instance, promise to aim for a period 

where inflation is above 2 percent to compensate for a period when inflation is below 2 percent. The 

graph above clearly indicates that inflation, measured by PCE, has been mostly below the 2 percent 

target of US Fed, for several years. Therefore, if Fed adopts AIT, it may allow inflation to run hot, than 

is warranted under the existing policy before they tighten policy to bring it down. In my opinion, if AIT 

has to be effective some form of yield curve cap has to be in place. When inflation runs up but Fed 

stays put, unless Fed caps the medium term rates, they may run up much faster than where the Fed 

fund rates would warrant. To prevent such a case, Fed would have to be committed to buy medium 

term notes to keep the yields in check.  

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

JPYINR 69.80          69.50          70.40                70.60                



 

How will AIT impact USD? AIT will be a dovish move and the fact that it will have to be utilised in 

tandem with yield curve cap, may weaken the US Dollar. However, the question remains, will Powell 

indicate such a major move at a global event?  

 

 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 

 

• US CB Consumer Confidence @ 7:30 pm IST. Important for USD. 

 

 

PRICE ACTION ANALYTICS: 
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